MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE

CHOOSE AIRWEAR

®

Airwear lenses are compatible with the
world’s most trusted vision brands
such as Varilux ®, Crizal®, XperioTM,
DEFINITY® and Transitions®.

Choosing the right material is everything

LIGHT, SAFE AND

DEPENDABLE
Lighter. Safer. Greener.

Lighter. Safer. Greener.

Ask your sales consultant
or lab representative how you can
dispense Airwear lenses.
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®

AIRWEAR — BETTER
The technologically ADVANCED
material for all of your needs
Airwear polycarbonate lenses are half the
weight of standard plastic and are virtually
unbreakable, making them an ideal lens
for every lifestyle.

THAN STANDARD PLASTIC
Airwear lenses provide versatility
It’s all possible with Airwear lenses.

For every patient need, prescription,
design and lens treatment, Airwear
lenses have a solution.
What’s more, your patients will feel
a noticeable difference with Airwear

Airwear lenses protect eyes

lenses. They are 30% lighter and up

The World Health Organization estimates

to 25% thinner than standard plastic

that about 12 to 15 million people become

lenses and patients look good too!

blind from cataracts annually, of which
up to 20% may be caused or enhanced
by sun exposure. Unlike standard plastic,
Airwear lenses provide 100% UV protection
from harmful UVA and UVB rays.
According to the American Academy of
Ophthalmology, more than 100,000 people
sustain eye injuries each year and more

So do what’s right for your patients.
Recommend Airwear lenses.

than half of those injured are children.
Airwear lenses protect children and active
individuals from eye injuries. They are
12x stronger than standard plastic lenses—
so tough that NASA even uses the same
material to construct visors for astronauts.

Lighter. Safer. Greener.

